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The fourth volume in the Jonathan Park audio adventure series, The Hunt for Beowulf is now

available. Join the Creation Response team on a remarkable world-wide adventure to recover the

Beowulf manuscript, the oldest English writing ever discovered. Its ancient pages tell the exciting

stories of man s battles against fierce dragons (also know as dinosaurs!). Since 1845 it has been

safely protected in a British museum... until now! It has recently vanished the clever work of the

Jaguar, a professional artifacts thief. Now the Creation Response Team is on a mission to get it

back! Their travels will take them to the hidden tunnels on the island of Iwo Jima, Mayan ruins in the

jungles of the Yucatan, to the Galapagos Islands, and to the Sandia Peak in New Mexico. This

album comes packaged with a free 64-page downloadable Study Guide that features fun facts, trivia

and Bible studies corresponding with each of the twelve exciting episodes. All study guides can be

downloaded at the Jonathan Park website.
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We absolutely loved the first volume of the Jonathan Park Adventure series that was put out by

Creation Works solely. I cannot speak highly enough of that first volume. However, Vision Forum

got their hands in this series and it took a dramatic turn for the worst. This album, and the other

albums that Vision Forum produced, is nothing but a venue to propagate the Vision Forum agenda



rather than to teach the science behind creation. Allow me to enumerate ways this company

completely corrupted a previously excellent production:1. The Creation Response Team characters

have now acquired "communicator watches". Lots communication is done via this watch, and the

term "communicator watches" is inserted into almost every conversation. Every time this watch is

used (in a way similar to a walkie-talkie) there is an obnoxious beeping, both before the character

talks and after. This constant beeping between every character's communication becomes

unbearably annoying fast. Lo and behold, Vision Forum (which has since shut down) sold these

"communicator watches", so the entire volume is an advertisement for this product.2. The two main

women characters, both moms, have become pregnant in this volume. One of the moms goes into

labor during the story and the listener hears this character moaning and crying in the pains of

childbirth for several minutes of one of the tracks. I felt the graphic sounds of birth were

unnecessary in this drama geared towards young children. (Vision Forum was a strong proponent of

the Quiverfull Movement.)3. For a product that is advertised to teach the science behind

creationism, very little time is spent talking science.
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